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National Library of Australia
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL

14 June 2022

RefNLA11/1099

The hlon Tony Burke MP

Minister for the Arts

Parliament House

Canberra ACT 2600

Dear Minister,

The National Library of Australia - at the heart of Australian cultural life

Congratulations on your appointment as Minister for the Arts. We look forward to working with you
in coming years, as the Labor Government develops and implements its national cultural plan.

The National Library of Australia plays an integral role in Australia's cultural life. We treasure our
beautiful building by the shores of Lake Burley Griffin, which houses much of our collection, and
welcomes hundreds of thousands of visitors every year.

We are the custodians of a vast and astounding collection - in physical and digital forms - that

Australians from every part of the country and every walk of life use every hour of every day to
pursue their creative, research, and community endeavours.

We are unique among the National Cultural Institutions in providing digital infrastructure that
makes the Library's collection - and the collections of some 900 partners - available to Australians

in their homes, offices and schools. This role has developed over more than 40 years, adapting
and changing as new technologies have facilitated much easier access for those living beyond the
Canberra region.

With more than 22 million visitors per year, our Trove service is consistently among the
Commonwealth's most used websites, and accounts for 90% of all online traffic to National

Cultural Institutions' websites. For every Australian who visits our Canberra building, we serve
100 through digital channels.

We create huge impact for all parts of the Australian community: creators from every area of arts
practice; the research community; First Nations communities writing their own histories; migrant
groups; and Australians living in regional, rural and remote communities. We also create impact
for Australia in the outside world; we are, for example, working with the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, supplying digital content relating to the Pacific to Digital Pasifik, an initiative that

aims to improve cultural engagement with and across the Pacific region. The Library's digital
excellence has facilitated the uncovering and telling of a huge number of previously unknown
Australian, Pacific and regional stories.

We are very proud of our ability - as a small institution - to create this impact on the daily lives of
Australians; to connect them to their history, culture, and societal discourse. We work with all

levels of Government, and our digital innovation has been recognised nationally and internationally
over many years.
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However, our ability to continue this proud tradition is threatened by extreme resourcing
constraints, especially from June 2023, when multiple sources of special purpose funding provided
by the previous Government expire. We are facing a funding reduction of $17m - 25% - in an
institution which has seen its staffing reduce by one-third over the last 10 years; the same years in

which our digital responsibilities and public expectations have increased dramatically.

Our immediate pressures - which become critical from June 2023 - are:

1. Sustaining Trove. Over the last 5 years, Trove's continuation has relied on short-term
Government funding. Our current funding concludes June 2023; we have no capacity to
sustain Trove, used by millions of Australians, beyond this point.

2.

3.
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Collection Storage. By mid-2025, we will require a storage solution for 18 linear kilomefres
of medium use (10,000+ user requests p.a.) collection material, when we must vacate a
National Archives of Australia facility.
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Sustaining our building and operations. We have a large volume of unfunded capital
works pertaining to our beautiful but aging heritage building. The Library's Council has
already drawn down the majority of the Library's available cash reserves to meet unhinded
capital works requirements, including a significant gap between insurance cover and the
full cost of replacing our heritage roof, destroyed in Canberra's January 2020 hailstorm.

Our urgent requirements are around building safety (loading dock and security
arrangements; replacing failing windows), and a program to replace our aging Heating,
Ventilation and Air-Conditioning System, much of which dates to 1968. These works all
affect our ability to maintain appropriate conditions for our collection, and to provide a safe
workspace for the public and staff.

We would welcome the earliest possible opportunity to discuss our work, the value we create for
the Australian community, and the pressures on our ability to continue our proud record.

Might we also wish you the very best as Minister for the Arts and look forward to working with you
in this important rote.

Yours sincerely

^.tf'A'^-
The Hon Dr Brett Mason
Chair

M-L.

Dr Marie-Louise Ayres FAHA
Director-General
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National Library of Australia
FROM THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL

20 December 2022

RefNLA11/1099

The Hon Tony Burke MP

Minister for the Arts

Parliament House

Canberra ACT 2600

Dear Minister,

Digital infrastructure and cybersecurity risk

As you know, major Australian companies have recently been the subject of cyber-security attacks
resulting in the loss of significant volumes of personal data.

As the National Cultural Institution (NCI) agency with the largest digital footprint, I wanted to let
you know about the steps we have taken and will take to reduce our risk in the short-term, and
about a longer-term option which would both lessen our cyber-security risk and achieve other

benefits for Australians. The Library's Audit and Enterprise Risk Committee and Council have

been apprised of our risk level, our approach to those risks, and of the benefits of the longer-term
option.

Reducing our risk in the short term

The Library is a significant digital player,
land serving millions of Australians.

We hold personal information from a range of stakeholders
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The Library has reviewed its data holdings, Apis, and SaaS services.

with subsequent rounds to ^.t ^7 ̂  (^
follow in the new year. We are updating our Personal Information Register
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Fhese are clustered around our digital collection infrastructure - the

4 '7 ̂  C^ suite of services that together constitute Trove.l
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which yourand the costs required to mitigate it were included in the |

Department is working on.

In short,
/e anticipate this work continuing for the remainder of the

fiscal year.

Reducing our risk in the medium and long temn
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In 2021, your predecessor, Paul Fletcher MP, tasked the Library and
building on our existing Trove applications and

IWhile the main driver was to
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Since then, of course, the Government has changed. You and your Department are focused on
developing and releasing the National Cultural Policy.

/e understand that these

are signincant asKs in tne current budget environment, and eagerly await outcomes on these

urgent priorities.

Over the last year, the scale, scope and speed of cyber security threats has accelerated -
something I know the Government is very aware of. This change in the external environment
increases the urgency of protecting Australia's digital heritage assets by ensuring those assets are
maintained in the safest and most secure possible environment.

I would welcome an opportunity to brief you and your office on the |
proposal at a time that is convenient to you - focusing first on the |

across your portfolio, and what we have learned through working with our
fellow cultural agencies over the last two years. I will follow up with your Office in 2023 about a
suitable time to discuss the proposal.

Yours sincerely

^1-JL. ^^>

Dr Marie-Louise Ayres FAHA
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